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Chapter 1
Introduction

Oil production is the process of extracting fluid from underneath the ground
and collecting it on the surface where the oil within the fluid can be extracted and
refined. This fluid not only contains oil but generally contains water and other fluid
contaminates that change the characteristics of the oil itself. The fluid while
underground is being stored under pressure in what are called reservoirs. The fluid
that is being extracted from an oil production system must travel through many
layers of physical boundaries before being collected. Each one of these layers causes
the fluid’s pressure level to change. These areas of pressure change are called
‘nodes’ because each area has characteristics that can be calculated using formulas
developed over the history of fluid extraction. Each node changes the pressure of
the fluid differently and involves a separate calculation. For every node, the
pressure at the trailing end of the node is always less than at the leading edge of
the node. Because of this, the pressure of the fluid that arrives at the surface is less
that the fluid pressure at the reservoir.
It is hoped that the total pressure change does not drop lower than the
necessary pressure for the fluid to be recovered at the surface given a required flow
rate (i.e. barrels per day of oil). If the correct pressure is not obtained then the fluid
cannot be recovered at a specified flow rate. If the pressure loss is too great than
the fluid will not be able to overcome gravity as well as the downward pressure
being exerted on it by the collection facility.

There is the need as well to restrict the flow rate in ensure that the flow rate
does not exceed a certain amount as well. This could be the result of financial
constraints or the lack of proper containment or distribution channels for a flow
rate.

Chapter 2
Nodal Analysis and its Relation to OOP

Nodal Analysis is a natural candidate to be programmed using object
oriented programming techniques. The fact that these real life objects are called
‘nodes’ to begin with is evidence that the refiners of this system have been thinking
in this manner for some time.
Each node calculates the pressure drop from the leading end to the trailing
end. The nodes are meant to be assembled together to form a complete oil
production system.
I propose that my objects revolve around each ‘node’ in the oil production
system. An example of a conceptual base node would be:
class Node {
protected:
// all nodes have:
inflow pressure
//
flow rate
double inflow, flowrate;
public:
// the purpose of the node is to
// calculate the pressure drop
// of the fluid passing through it
virtual double PressureDrop() = 0;
};
This base node represents all of the variables that will be common to all
nodes within the oil production system. Because of this all nodes can inherit these
attributes.

class Tubing : public Node {
protected:
// tubing will have its own variables
// that can be used within the pressure
// drop calculation
public:
// tubing will have its own pressure
// drop calculation but the unit stays
// the same throughout the system
double PressureDrop(){
// tubing specific pressure drop
// calculations
}
};
class FlowLine : public Node {
protected:
// flowlines will have its own variables
// that can be used within the pressure
// drop calculation
public:
// flowlines will have its own pressure
// drop calculation but the unit stays
// the same throughout the system
double PressureDrop(){
// flowline specific pressure drop
// calculations
}
};
This is the basic node structure which encapsulates the minimum of values
needed to perform the basic pressure gradient function.
The actual code that was used is given in Appendix A.

Chapter 3
Nodes Expanded

The basic node objects can now be expanded on to perform a complete nodal
analysis calculation.
Nodal analysis allows the pressure of the fluid to be restricted along its path.
This ensures a consistent flow rate at the collection facility which should meet
production requirements.
The pressure value for the node that is restricting the system can be found
by first subtracting all of the pressure drops up to and including the restriction node
and finding the resulting pressure at that node. Second, all of the pressure drops
from the collection node are added together with the nodes down to the restriction
node. If this procedure is repeated for all possible flow rate values, then eventually
two curves are created. These curves will intersect at a certain flow rate, this is
called the system flow capacity. It is possible to move this intersection point by
changing the pressure somewhere above or below the restriction point.
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Node
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System Flow Capacity

Inflow To Node
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Figure 3.1 Flow capacity is determined by finding the intersection of the
outflow from a node and the inflow to that node

This calculation can be done anywhere along the oil production line where:
n = number of nodes
x = node to find intersection
The nodes pressure drop is calculated from node 1 to node x and the pressure
gain is calculated from node n down to node x. In essence the nodes from 1 to x will
become one node all together and from n down to x will become another node.
In order to automate this process, a container can be built that will allow the
total pressure drop from 1 to x to be calculated and then compared with the total
pressure gain down from n to x. Each time a new node is added to the chain, that
position can be made the pivot point for the system. A proposed container would be:

class NodeChain {
protected:
// this would form the base for a simple
// doubly liked list. It is possible for
// these to be contained in a standard
// template solution as well
NodeLink *head, *tail;

public:
Add ( Node &, bool isrestriction );
// these will iterate up or down the chain
// and return the new pressure either
// added to or subtracted from the initial
// pressure given
double CalcUpSystem( double flowrt, double press );
double CalcDownSystem( double flowrt, double press );
};
The actual code used for this is given in Appendix B.

Conclusion

Nodal analysis is an example of a perfectly sound object oriented design in
the real world that has been represented in the computer by extremely tedious
linear code. This could stem from a possible reliance on the FORTRAN
programming language when the computer model was first proposed by early
engineers.
Using the object oriented programming techniques as presented here or ones
similar, products that are designed to do nodal analysis work could be completely
built around these classes. Graphical representations could be added to the node
object which will allow an engineer to actually design the production system using
graphical objects which could aid in visualizing the system in its entirety as well as
reassemble it with ease. Because of the object oriented design, it would be a small
task for the programmer to design a system that will allow the arbitrary placement
of nodes and the rearrangement.

Appendix A
The Code for the Nodes

Appendix B
The Code for the Simple Iterator
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Object Oriented
Modeling of Nodal
Analysis
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I would like to show how Object Oriented
Programming can completely replace linear
programming in a real world situation…

Introduction
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What is Nodal Analysis?
What are the techniques being used today to
model Nodal Analysis using computers?
Why are these methods not the best way to
model Nodal Analysis?
A new way to model Nodal Analysis encapsulation using Object Oriented
Programming techniques

Discussion Content
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Nodal Analysis is used to calculate the flow
capacity of a oil production system
Nodal Analysis is already an example of
object oriented construction in the real
world

What is Nodal Analysis?
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Oil production involves getting the oil from
the underground oil reservoir to the surface
storage tank
The fluid brought up from underground is
pressurized in its underground reservoir
If there is enough pressure to overcome
gravity, friction, and other factors, the oil
will rise to the surface through the well
system at a certain flow rate

Oil Production Basics
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reservoir which is
difficult to change
Pressure of fluid at
collection site which
depends on flow rate
Flow rate of fluid
which depends on the
pressures
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Three Variables in Oil
Production
Pressure of fluid at
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If the main concern of the oil production
system is flow rate (usually in barrels of oil
per day) then this rate is controlled by
controlling the pressure of the fluid
somewhere in the middle of the flow path
since it is difficult to change the pressure at
the reservoir

Specifying the Amount of
Oil

λ

If a certain fluid pressure is desired then the
flow rate must be flexible to allow for
changing flow rate conditions. The greater
the pressure, the greater the anticipated
flow...

Specifying the Pressure of
the Oil
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A oil producer will usually specify a
pressure or a flow rate they wish to achieve
An oil producer would like to have the
ability to specify this pressure or a flow rate
for the oil production system

Oil Production Summary
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Nodal Analysis is a way to calculate the
pressure drop and flow rate at each step
along the oil production path
Nodal Analysis breaks the oil production
path down into small pieces to calculate
these...

Nodal Analysis Basics
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It is important to be able to correctly predict
the loss in energy over each device to
determine where an improvement can be
made or where a flaw may exist as well as
decide what is the best flow rate or fluid
pressure over any node or set of nodes

Node Purpose

Reservoir

Completion

Flow Line

Tubing Section

Tubing Section

Tubing Section

Surface Restriction

Flow Line

Each box represents a
‘node’ whose pressure
drop can be calculated
seperately…

Total Nodes = 8

Separator

The Flow System in Nodes
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Nodes represent a
device in the system
with its own
calculation for
pressure drop
Using the outflow
pressure from one
node as the inflow
pressure to the next,
the total pressure drop
can be calculated

Flow Line is a NODE with
Inflow Pressure
Pressure Drop = function( flow rate )
Outflow Pressure = Inflow - Drop

Tubing is a NODE with
Inflow Pressure
Pressure Drop = function( flow rate )
Outflow Pressure = Inflow - Drop

Completion is a NODE with
Inflow Pressure
Pressure Drop = function( flow rate )
Outflow Pressure = Inflow - Drop

Reservoir is a NODE with
Inflow Pressure
Pressure Drop = function( flow rate )
Outflow Pressure = Inflow - Drop

Node Structure
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Each node represents a pressure drop
calculation
This pressure drop calculation is different
for every type of node but the calculation
relies only on inflow pressure and flow rate
as its primary variables
The unit used for the pressure drop is
constant for all nodes (psi.)

Nodes are a Natural
Candidate for Object
Oriented Representation
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Nodal Analysis programs still rely mainly
on linear, function by function
programming methodologies

Current Nodal Analysis
Programming
Representations
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Linear programming is very static which
makes changing or customizing the node
structure difficult and tedious
Using linear programming techniques it is a
difficult procedure to iterate through the
nodes from both ends of the flow line
without coding separately for each direction

Why Linear Programming
Models are Not the Best
Solution for Nodal Analysis
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Serializing the data for each node involves
using another linear set of instructions that
must be programmed and updated
separately from the node functions which
create yet another level of tedium and
inflexibility
Code has a tendency to become large and
non intuitive

Why Not Linear Cont.
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The Nodal Analysis Object Oriented design
should allow the entire oil production
system to be modeled using representations
(objects) of the actual nodes and their
pressure gradient calculations

Proposal for an Object
Oriented Programming
Design of Nodal Analysis
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The design should allow the node
representations to be stored in a list that
allows iteration through the gradient
calculations in either direction
Because of this design the iterator should be
able to stop at a specific node and start
iterating from the opposite direction to
obtain a system flow capacity value
(explained later)

OOP Proposal Cont.
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The nodes should be able to serialize
themselves with minimal knowledge of this
operation by the implementer

OOP Proposal Cont.
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The base node class in the system has to
encapsulate the variables and methods
common to all nodes
Inflow Pressure
Fluid Flow Rate
Pressure Drop in Device

The Base Node

public:
// PresDrop is specific to node type
virtual double PressureDrop() = 0;
};

protected:
double pressure, flowrate;

class Node {

Base Node

};

// serialization overloads
friend ostream &operator <<(ostream&,Tubing &);
friend istream &operator >>(istream&,Tubing &);

// define PressureDrop function
double PressureDrop( void );

public:

protected:
// Tubing specific variables and functions
double fricfac, liqden, pipedia, pipelength;

class Tubing : public Node {

Tubing Inherits Base Node

}

return pressuredrop;

}

pressuredrop =
2.0 * fricfac*liqden*flowrate
/ 3.14 * pipedia**2 / 4.0; *pipelen;

// calculations here to decide pressure drop
// over this node
if (pressuredrop < 0.0) {

double Tubing::PressureDrop(void) {

New Pressure Drop
Function

// serialization overloads
...
};

// Reservoir specific PressureDrop
double PressureDrop( void );

public:

// other reservoir specific variables
double productivity_index;

protected:

Inherited Reservoir
Pressure
Example
class Reservoir : public Node {

}

return pressuredrop;

}

pressuredrop =
pressure - flowrate /
productivity_index;

// calculations here to decide pressure drop
over this node
if (pressuredrop < 0.0) {

double Reservoir::PressureDrop(void) {

Reservoir Pressure Drop
Function
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Nodal Analysis aids in determining the flow
capacity of the oil production system at any
node
Nodal Analysis also allows the pressure to
be restricted within the oil production
system which enables the operator to inhibit
the oil flow to meet current demands

Another OOP Benefit
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Flow Capacity is determined by:
Determining the total pressure loss from the
reservoir to the restriction node
Determining the total pressure gain from the
separator tank to the restriction node
Varying these calculations by increasing the
flow rate until the pressures converge

Flow Capacity
Determination

Increasing
Node
Pressure

Increasing Flow Rate

Inflow To Node

System Flow Capacity

Outflow From Node

Controlling the Flow at a
Specific Node
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One list of nodes has to be stored
Both forward and rearward traversal must
occur
The out flow pressure must be calculated
for nodes being calculated from the first
node to the point of convergence
The inflow pressure must be calculated for
node being calculated from the tail of the
list to the point of convergence

Encapsulating the Nodes

λ

Because objects are used to represent the
nodes, there are many storage options
available for them

A Simple Iterator

// constructors and destructors
... };

public:
void Add( Node &, int );
// these are the iterator operations
double UpCalc( double, double );
double DownCalc( double, double );

protected:
NodeLink<Node> *head, *tail, *current;

class NodeChain {

Node Specific Storage

reservoir, FLOW_NODE );
tubinga, FLOW_NODE );
tubingb, FLOW_NODE );
tubingc, RESTRICTION_NODE );
flowa, FLOW_NODE );
flowb, FLOW_NODE );
flowc, FLOW_NODE );

presdra = nodechain.DownCalc( 10000, 2500.0 );
presdrb = nodechain.UpCalc( 10000, 3000.0);

nodechain.Add(
nodechain.Add(
nodechain.Add(
nodechain.Add(
nodechain.Add(
nodechain.Add(
nodechain.Add(

NodeChain nodechain;

Storing and Iterating
Through the Nodes
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Previous Nodal Analysis packages relied
completely on linear programming models
although Nodal Analysis is a perfect
candidate for object oriented representation
What used to take an immense amount of
code can now be shrunk to a few references
to classes

Summary

λ

Nodal Analysis packages can be written
around the node object to include graphical
representations and simplified scripting
languages

Summary Cont.

